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Dear Students,
Congratulations to Team Comascent for their annual yearbook - Reflections. This is a
wonderful endeavour to capture all the beautiful moments shared together and to bring
to us a visual display of Fantasy, Fiction, and Universe. It is this creativity that makes
each one of you unique, to create a gift that will transcend time and bring a smile to your
face whenever you will flip through all the precious memories.

As the time of the outgoing batch with us comes to a close, I on behalf of Gargi College
would like to take a moment to express our appreciation for all that you have brought to
our community. You have enriched our classrooms, challenged our ideas, and inspired
us with your passion and curiosity.

As you move on to the next phase of your journey, Gargi encourages you to take with
you the lessons you have learned, the memories you have made, and the friendships you
have formed. Cherish the experiences you have had, both the triumphs and the
challenges, as they have shaped you into the person you are today.

Your teachers have every confidence that you will go on to achieve great things, and we
can't wait to hear about all of your successes. Remember that you will always have a
home here, and that we will be cheering you on every step of the way.

Keep in touch, and best of luck in all of your future endeavors.
Best wishes,
Prof (Dr) Sangeeta Bhatia
Principal (Offg.)

MESSAGE FROM THE
PRINCIPAL



MESSAGE FROM THE 
TEACHER IN-CHARGE

Dear students,

Congratulations to you all on being Graduates. 

It is with a deep sense of pride and gratitude that I bid you farewell as you embark on yet
another fascinating journey of your life. Your ‘never give up’ stand enabled you to reach
this far.

I am always inspired by seeing your happy and vivacious faces smiling even in the
winter with a cappuccino in hand every day in class or in front of the Nescafé. I hope that
these years have been conducive for your growth and now you are better prepared to
accept the many challenges that come with life.

If I were to encapsulate the essence of college learnings that I would like you to take with
you, it would be that- life is going to be what you make of it. It will be defined by the
people who you keep close, the experiences and memories you make and most
importantly the opportunities you create for yourself.

I hope you rise up the ladder of success, wherever it may be. Remember to stay in touch,
we will always be just a text or a call away.

Wishing you all the very best for your future endeavours. Stay blessed!

Dr. Sonali Ahuja Dua 
(Teacher-in-Charge)



DR. GEETA KICHLU

DR. SONALI AHUJA DUA DR. ROMITA POPLI

DR. SANGEETA JERATH

MS. RAMANBIR BINDRA

DR. MANJU SAHAI

MS. ALKA GUPTA

 sangeetajerath@gmail.com
9212345677

rpopli@gargi.du.ac.in
9871054488

ramanbir.bindra@gargi.du.ac.in
9810250066

geeta.kichlu@gargi.du.ac.in
9810473271

manjusahai1961@gmail.com
9899212129

alka.gupta@gargi.du.ac.in
9205947720

drsonalidua@gmail.com
9818496032

DR. MANDAKINI DAS

Mandakini.das@gargi.du.ac.in
9818409407

DR. GEETA SIDHARTH

geeta.siddharth@gargi.du.ac.in
9716927924

DR. NIDHI GUPTA

nidhi.gupta.r@gmail.com
91361 45215

DR. ANJNI ANAND

anjini.anand@gargi.du.ac.in
9167700877

MS. CHITRA KHERIA

chitra.kheria@gargi.du.ac.in
9717155455

DEPARTMENT
 



MR. AMIT ROHILLA DR. MANJU KHOSLA

MS. LAXMI MS.HANSIKA KHURANA

MS. ANAM KHAN

MS. RUPAL ARORA

DR. PAYAL JAIN

yadav.laxmi0191@gmail.com
8750110491

hansika.khurana@gargi.du.ac.in
9910180002

anamkhan216@gmail.com
9560890137

amit.rohilla@gargi.du.ac.in
8860828731

rupal.arora@gargi.du.ac.in
9599051065

payal.jain@gargi.du.ac.in
9654997124

mjkhosla@gmail.com
9718535281

MR. SANATAN TIWARI

MS. SUMANT MEENA

MS. SUNITA KUMARI

sanatan.tiwari@gargi.du.ac.in
9811833040

sumantmeena57@gmail.com
9990232033

sunita.kumari@gargi.du.ac.in
8743031057

MS. AAKRITI CHAUDHRY

aakriti.chaudhry@gargi.du.ac.in
9811836146

DR. ANJALI SIWAL

anjali.siwal@gargi.du.ac.in
8802728009

FACULTY
 



MR. RANJEET KUMAR
AMBAST 

MS. RENU SINGH

MS. RITU SAINI

ritusainirs10@gmail.com
7827148809

ranjeetka20@gmail.com
7503275938

renusingh525rs@gmail.com
7042703810

MR. ADITYA VIKRAM

adityavikram1993av@gmail.com
8750121938

MS. PRIYA SAHA

priyasaha2610@gmail.com
9818649462

MS. RAMEEZA RAFI

rameezarafi009@gmail.com
9711760903

MS. NUPUR TYAGI

nupur0810@gmail.com
9958513171

MS. MOHINI RAJPUT

mohini.rajput@gargi.du.ac.in
9205507016

MS. ISHA CHUGH

isha.chugh@gargi.du.ac.in
9999311737

MS. ITI VERMA

iti.verma@gargi.du.ac.in
9971773533



BATCH OF
2023...
BATCH OF
2023...



B.Com(H) : Sec A

 



ABBHA CHANDEL ADITI RAJ AKRITI SINGH
BAGHEL ANANYA GAUR ANCHAL ANICA AGARWAL
ANJALI ANJALI MEHRA ANTRA KUMARI ANUSHKA
TYAGI ANUSUIYA APARNA AQUSA NASIM ARPITA
SINGH ARUNA ARUSHI JAISWAL AWANTIKA
BERIA BABITA BHARTI BHARTI SHARMA BHAVYA
DHINGRA BHAVYA SALHOTRA BHAWNA CHETNA
CHHAVI SAINI DHARNA DHRUVI RATHI DIKSHA
CHAWLA DIWANSHI AGARWAL ESHITA BABBAR
GARIMA GROVER GODAWARI DESHMUKH GUNJAN
HIMANSHI HIMANSHI CHHABRA ISHA ISHA
SINGH ISHITA CHAUDHARY ISHNOOR KAUR
JAHANAVI AHUJA JANHAVI CHHABRA KAJAL
KUMARI KARISHMA MEENA KASHISH KHURANA
KHUSHI ANAND KHUSHI GOEL KHUSHI PANDEY
KHUSHI VERMA KHUSHI YADAV KUNIKA KUSUM
SHARMA LAVLEEN KAUR MOHAL MAHIMA
CHOUDHARY MAHIMA SINGH MAHIMA SONI
MANJU MAYURIKA SAXENA MONIKA AGGARWAL
MUSKAN KUMARI NANDINI SHARMA NISHA
KUMARI NISHA YADAV NITIKA RAWAT NOMEETA
CHOUDHARY PALAK SAGAR   MEENA   KASHISH



 arpitasinghpdp01@gmail.com
9660190393

ANICA AGARWAL
anicaagarwal@gmail.com 

9910286757

Phir milenge chalte
chalte.

Phir milenge chalte
chalte.

ANJALI 
anjalinagar8139@gmail.com

8860278139

"You Won't Be Sad
Forever, Elena."

"You Won't Be Sad
Forever, Elena."

ANJALI MEHRA
anjalimehra0123@gmail.com

8273661881

"Don’t let the muggles
get you down."

"Don’t let the muggles
get you down."

ANTRA KUMARI
antragupta1111@gmail.com 

8873516063

"Hello, brother.""Hello, brother."

ANUSHKA TYAGI
anuisha.tyagi@gmail.com

9821113727

There are always
flowers for those who

want to see them.

There are always
flowers for those who

want to see them.

ANUSUIYA
anusuiyabhadana@gmail.com 

9810633416

"I prefer to be vilified.""I prefer to be vilified."

 awantikaberia@gmail.com
7667524740

ABBHA CHANDEL
abbhachandel@gmail.com

9315763732

"Ahoy, Ladies!""Ahoy, Ladies!"

gaurananya24@gmail.com
9205525320

She lived, laughed, loved.She lived, laughed, loved.

ANCHAL
anchal032002@gmail.com

9310416880

"Mischief Managed!""Mischief Managed!""I solemnly swear I am
up to no good."

"I solemnly swear I am
up to no good."

ADITI RAJ
aditiraj0707@gmail.com

8521995909

ANANYA GAUR

AWANTIKA

aparnabarkhrar@gmail.com
8800548659

APARNA

"Why can’t life go as I
planned?"

"Why can’t life go as I
planned?"

ARPITA SINGH

"Love does that, it changes
us."

"Love does that, it changes
us."

arunasingha2378@gmail.com
7048970182

ARUNA

Happy camper and breezy. Happy camper and breezy. 

 
aqusanasim18@gmail.com

9304448233

AQUSA NASIM

Doing my best.Doing my best.

arushi2106@gmail.com 
9871051714

ARUSHI JAISWAL 

"Do I look to be in a gaming
mood?"

"Do I look to be in a gaming
mood?"

 "I mean, it's sort of
exciting, isn't it, breaking

the rules?"

 "I mean, it's sort of
exciting, isn't it, breaking

the rules?"



 babbareshita@gmail.com
 9810904632

 garimagrover0612@gmail.com
8505827867

  godawarideshmukh06@gmail.com 
7024378884

 
gunjan.g0408@gmail.com

 9319050144

ESHITA BABBAR GARIMA GROVER GODAWARI DESHMUKH GUNJAN

 
bhavyasalhotra2@gmail.com

8860804306
 

 
bhawnag2020@gmail.com

9728292627

 
ranachetna08@gmail.com

9717181281

 
sainichhavi68@gmail.com

7082690870

BHAVYA SALHOTRA BHAWNA CHETNA CHHAVI SAINI

"LANGUAGE!""LANGUAGE!"

Time flies.Time flies.

"I Was Feeling Epic.""I Was Feeling Epic."That's all folks!That's all folks!

 
dharna1234yd@gmail.com

9599452119

 
adhruvi07@gmail.com 

9057246625
 dikshachawla2003@gmail.com

 7217758226

 
diwanshiagarwal@gmail.com

 7669585257

DHARNA DHRUVI RATHI DIKSHA CHAWLA DIWANSHI AGARWAL 

Living for the love of
clouds, rains, sunsets,

books and chai!!

Living for the love of
clouds, rains, sunsets,

books and chai!!

"Does anyone really know
what You-Know-Who
would or wouldn't do?"

"Does anyone really know
what You-Know-Who
would or wouldn't do?"

Friend to many. Stranger
to none.

Friend to many. Stranger
to none.

Faith over fear. Faith over fear. 

"She's our friend and she's
CRAZY!"

"She's our friend and she's
CRAZY!"

"Mr. Stark? I don’t feel so
good."

"Mr. Stark? I don’t feel so
good."

"Don't underestimate the allure
of the darkness. Even the

purest hearts are drawn to it.'

"Don't underestimate the allure
of the darkness. Even the

purest hearts are drawn to it.'

 
bhartisharma2172@gmail.com

8882432869

BHARTI

"Wait Wait Wait Wait........
I Love You Guys."

"Wait Wait Wait Wait........
I Love You Guys."

 imbharti1801@gmail.com
7027226988

BHARTI SHARMA 

"If you don’t give up, you’ll
get through."

"If you don’t give up, you’ll
get through."

Bhavyadhingra27@gmail.com
8376927604

BHAVYA DHINGRA

Always keep the child
within you alive.

Always keep the child
within you alive.

  babita93106@gmail.com
9310695227

BABITA

"I Love Magic.""I Love Magic."

"It's LeviOsa, not
LeviosAR!"

"It's LeviOsa, not
LeviosAR!"



 yadavkhushi9310@gmail.com
 9717129959 

  khushipandey189@gmail.com 
 8383061180 

 khushi.v4402@gmail.com
 8595697389 

 khushigoel2111@gmail.com
 7982103295 

KHUSHI GOEL KHUSHI PANDEY KHUSHI VERMA KHUSHI YADAV

Always been a night-owl.
See you at 12?

Always been a night-owl.
See you at 12?

"What's comin' will come,
and We'll meet it when it

does."

"What's comin' will come,
and We'll meet it when it

does."

kajaldahamiwal@gmail.com
 9354072618 

  Kashishkhurana2502@gmail.com 
9935522278 

 anandkhushi2001@gmail.com
 9311745867 

 karishmameena136@gmail.com
 8595771125

KAJAL KUMARI KARISHMA MEENA KASHISH KHURANA KHUSHI ANAND

"She's in a class by herself!""She's in a class by herself!""Following’s not really my
style."

"Following’s not really my
style."

"We make our own
rules."

"We make our own
rules."

"You’re the second man who
killed me this week, but I’ve

got seven lives left."

"You’re the second man who
killed me this week, but I’ve

got seven lives left."

"I work for the Devil. I
don’t have to play fair."
"I work for the Devil. I
don’t have to play fair."

 jahanaviahuja435@gmail.com
 9897140837

 ishnoorkaur2020@gmail.com
 7351313540

  janhavichhabra@gmail.com
 9818330430

ISHNOOR KAUR JAHANAVI AHUJA JANHAVI CHHABRA

"Well, This Is Reality.
Right Here."

"Well, This Is Reality.
Right Here."

"I live in the real world
where vampires burn in

the sun."

"I live in the real world
where vampires burn in

the sun."

"Frankly, my dear, I don’t
give a damn about anyone

else."

"Frankly, my dear, I don’t
give a damn about anyone

else."

 ishitachaudhary408@gmail.com
 8527181778 

ISHITA CHAUDHARY 

"Just because you have the
emotional range of a teaspoon

doesn't mean we all have."

"Just because you have the
emotional range of a teaspoon

doesn't mean we all have."

 ishasingh1016@gmail.com
 9650226496

ISHA SINGH 

"Ask for forgiveness, not
permission."

"Ask for forgiveness, not
permission."

ishuchawla0322@gmail.com
 9992067584

ISHA

The one mastering over the
facet to win people

complemented with their love.

The one mastering over the
facet to win people

complemented with their love.

 himanshi.c3112@gmail.com
 8700247891

HIMANSHI CHHABRA

"I like being a
living dead person."

"I like being a
living dead person."

 himanshi8015@gmail.com
 8572898015

HIMANSHI 

"I like my enemies to look
me in the eye and see the

depth of my rage."

"I like my enemies to look
me in the eye and see the

depth of my rage."

"You have to realize who
you are, Harry."

"You have to realize who
you are, Harry."



 nishachaurasia60@gmail.com
 9319618812 

 
raoniranjansingh935@gmail.com

 9717118412 
 rawatnitika2002@gmail.com

 8130290245

NISHA KUMARI NISHA YADAV NITIKA RAWAT

The girl who could make
everyone a friend.

The girl who could make
everyone a friend.

"There's nothing quite like
the feeling of being proven

right. "

"There's nothing quite like
the feeling of being proven

right. "

"I Do Not Belong.
Anywhere."

"I Do Not Belong.
Anywhere."

  nomeetachoudhary@gmail.com
 9999990987 

NOMEETA CHOUDHARY 

"Fear of a name only
increases fear of the thing

itself."

"Fear of a name only
increases fear of the thing

itself."

 palakdeep2002@gmail.com 
9971261398

PALAK SAGAR 

Whiskey in teacup.Whiskey in teacup.

 
 muskankumari3may3@gmail.com

 9315468612 

 sharmanandini209@gmail.com
 9761956951  

 nivi2703@gmail.com
 8130374373 

MUSKAN KUMARI

NANDINI SHARMA NANDINI SHARMA

"Isn't it why we fight so we
could end the fight and go

home?"

"Isn't it why we fight so we
could end the fight and go

home?"

"I will fight for those who
cannot fight for themselves." 

"I will fight for those who
cannot fight for themselves." 

"I'm a pro at weird.""I'm a pro at weird."

 mayurika.sxn@gmail.com
 8920047486 

 aggarwal10monika@gmail.com
 9711056813 

 surbhisoni.vidyagyan@gmail.com
 9140557564 

 sharmamanju0811@gmail.com
 9711558483 

MAHIMA SONI MANJU MAYURIKA SAXENA MONIKA AGGARWAL 

 "Demons, I get. People are
crazy."

 "Demons, I get. People are
crazy."

"I’ll be in my bedroom,
making no noise and

pretending I’m not there ".

"I’ll be in my bedroom,
making no noise and

pretending I’m not there ".

"If you want something
done right, you have to do

it yourself"

"If you want something
done right, you have to do

it yourself"

 archnasharma49474@gmail.com
 7206642597 

 Mahima.012003@gmail.com
 9810654728

 mohallavleen@gmail.com
 8376844328 

 mahimasingh9810@gmail.com
 9310793168 

KUSUM SHARMA LAVLEEN KAUR MOHAL MAHIMA CHOUDHARY MAHIMA SINGH

You’re on your own now.You’re on your own now.
A quaintrelle, who has

always romanticised her
life. 

A quaintrelle, who has
always romanticised her

life. 

"Do I look like I do dishes?" "Do I look like I do dishes?" Living life with pride.Living life with pride.

 kunikavats08@gmail.com
 8383895033 

KUNIKA 

No one can replace you.No one can replace you.

"Twitchy little ferret, aren’t
you, Malfoy?"

"Twitchy little ferret, aren’t
you, Malfoy?"



B.Com(H) : Sec B



ANANYA GUPTA CHERYL KANUNGO DEEPTI NARANG
MEHAK NIKITA PARIDHI AGARWAL PARLEEN
RANDHAWA PAYAL KOLI POOJA PREETI PREETI
PRAJAPATI PREETI SINGH PRERNA RANA PRIYA
SHUKLA PRIYA YADAV PRIYANKA CHAUHAN
PRIYANSHI AGARWAL PUJA BHARARA RHEA
KHANNA RICHA KUMAR RIDHIMA KUMAR RITIKA
KAPASIYA RIYA GOEL SAKSHI KANOJIA SAKSHI
KUMARI SANCHI AHUJA SANJANA SANYA SURANA
SHAKSHI GOYAL SHARANDEEP KAURSHNEHA
KUMARI SHRADDHA SETH SHREYA JAIN SHRUTI
JAINSHRUTI PATHAK SHUBHI GOE SHWETA
KUMARISIMRAN GOLA SIMRAN GOYAL SNEHA
SNEHA DUBEY SONAM SONIKA SUDHA KUMARI
PASWAN SUMANSUMHAR DILBUNG SUSHILA SWATI
SHARMA TAMANNA TEJASWI TISHA GUPTA
VANSHIKA YADAV VANSHITA GHOOMI VIDISHA
GHOSH YASHIKA CHANDRA YASHIKA KEDIA
YASHIKA RANI YASHITTA BAWA  RHEA KHANNA
RICHA KUMAR RIDHIMA KUMAR RITIKA KAPASIYA
RIYA GOEL SAKSHI KANOJIA SAKSHI KUMARI
SANCHI AHUJA SANJANA SANYA SURANA SHAKSHI
GOYAL SHARANDEEP KAURSHNEHA KUMARI



 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

ananyagupta0602@gmail.com
9761088966

ANANYA GUPTA CHERYL KANUNGO DEEPTI NARANG MEHAK NIKITA

PARIDHI AGRAWAL PARLEEN RANDHAWA PAYAL KOLI POOJA PREETI

PREETI PRAJAPATI PREETI SINGH PRERNA RANA PRIYA SHUKLA PRIYA YADAV

PRIYANKA PRIYANSHI AGARWAL PUJA BHARARA RHEA KHANNA RICHA KUMAR

cheryl.kanungo@gmail.com
8010307652

deepti8502@gmail.com
9910588380

24mahak12@gmail.com
8287995637

Nikiaggarwal@gmail.com
8168131429

 

paridhidec10@gmail.com
9027298900

randhawaparleen21@gmail.com
8384064959

payalkoli306@gmail.com
9625210889

 

poojavi0909@gmail.com
9625275818

 

yadavpreeti3711@gmail.com
9813993901

prernarana6802@gmail.com
8287900457

priyankachauhan543210@gmail.com
9310110573

preetiprajapati7117@gmail.com
 9717863970

priya.shukla9315@gmail.com
9310510687

preetisingh23102002@gmail.com
9589032110

priyanshiagarwal@gmail.com
8218085269

pujabharara21@gmail.com
6204516196

richak2002@gmail.com
8860949791

rheakhanna26@gmail.com
9971137510

priyayadav290@gmail.com
8448505742

"You Can Trust One Thing.
I Love To Be Right."

"You Can Trust One Thing.
I Love To Be Right."

"Genius, billionaire,
playboy, philanthropist."

"Genius, billionaire,
playboy, philanthropist."

"You're Beautiful, You're
Strong, You're Full Of
Light. I Enjoy You."

"You're Beautiful, You're
Strong, You're Full Of
Light. I Enjoy You."

"You don't want to go
fighting ghosts without

health insurance."

"You don't want to go
fighting ghosts without

health insurance."

"I'm sure we're all going
to be very good friends."
"I'm sure we're all going
to be very good friends."

"I am not your little
princess."

"I am not your little
princess."

Hooked to pretty skies,
books, tea and flowers for

life.

Hooked to pretty skies,
books, tea and flowers for

life.

"It’s cool not growing
old. I like being the

eternal stud."

"It’s cool not growing
old. I like being the

eternal stud."

"You can't trust
vampires... Trust me."

"You can't trust
vampires... Trust me."

"I am what I am and I’m
not ashamed."

"I am what I am and I’m
not ashamed."

"I must rest here a moment,
even if all the orcs ever
spawned are after us."

"I must rest here a moment,
even if all the orcs ever
spawned are after us."

 Even amidst fierce flames,
the golden lotus can be

planted.

 Even amidst fierce flames,
the golden lotus can be

planted.

"Whenever Someone Tells
Me I Can't Do

Something, I Prove Them
Wrong."

"Whenever Someone Tells
Me I Can't Do

Something, I Prove Them
Wrong."

  "All men must die, but
we are not men."

  "All men must die, but
we are not men."

"It matters not what
someone is born, but what

they grow to be."

"It matters not what
someone is born, but what

they grow to be."

"Training For The Ballet,
Potter?"

"Training For The Ballet,
Potter?"

"Sorry, Professor. I
Must Not Tell Lies."
"Sorry, Professor. I
Must Not Tell Lies."

"I Don't Go Looking For
Trouble. Trouble Usually

Finds Me."

"I Don't Go Looking For
Trouble. Trouble Usually

Finds Me."

"She's the queen of make
Blair feel inferior."

"She's the queen of make
Blair feel inferior."

Time to respawn.Time to respawn.



SAKSHI KANOJIA

SIMRAN GOYAL
simrango1105@gmail.com

9579322508

RIDHIMA KUMARI RITIKA KAPASIYA RIYA GOEL

SAKSHI KUMARI SANCHI AHUJA SANJANA SANYA SURRANA SHAKSHI GOYAL

SHARANDEEP KAUR SHNEHA SHRADDHA SETH SHREYA JAIN SHRUTI JAIN 

SHRUTI PATHAK  SHUBHI GOEL SHWETA KUMARI SIMRAN GOLA 

kumarridhima315@gmail.com
8800893729

kumarisakshi662001@gmail.com
8305928403

ritikakapsiya373@gmail.com
9773653494

goelriya040802@gmail.com
7351160883

sakshiiknj29@gmail.com
7289902773

ahujasanchi15@gmail.com
9911890100

shraddhaseth21@gmail.com
9369690456

sanyasurana31@gmail.com
7827417145

gshakshi1423@gmail.com
9389894496

sanjana690425@gmail.com
9310690425

sharan2002deep@gmail.com
8448014233

snehak263@gmail.com
9339488013

thisisaastgajain@gmail.com
8959964088

shrutijain1611@gmail.com
9872157117

sharan2002deep@gmail.com
9310678119

shubhigoel2502@gmail.com
9837320168

shwetakumari04091@gmail.com
7053630467

"What Is 'Friend?'""What Is 'Friend?'" A woman of wit and
grace.

A woman of wit and
grace.

"My eyes aren't glistening
with the ghosts of my past!"
"My eyes aren't glistening

with the ghosts of my past!"

"There’s a chance you
might be in the wrong

business."

"There’s a chance you
might be in the wrong

business."

"My Watch Has Ended.""My Watch Has Ended."

"We are nerds and freaks.""We are nerds and freaks." "I've Been In Love. It's
Painful, Pointless, And

Overrated."

"I've Been In Love. It's
Painful, Pointless, And

Overrated."

"Well, It May Have
Escaped Your Notice,
But Life Isn't Fair."

"Well, It May Have
Escaped Your Notice,
But Life Isn't Fair."

"That's fake me. This
must be fake mine."
"That's fake me. This
must be fake mine."

"And so, the lion fell in
love with the lamb."

"And so, the lion fell in
love with the lamb."

"You can’t just sit there
and wait for life to come

to you."

"You can’t just sit there
and wait for life to come

to you."

"Everything changes
tomorrow. It’ll be all

unicorns and rainbows."

"Everything changes
tomorrow. It’ll be all

unicorns and rainbows."

"It would be quite nice if
you stopped jumping

down out throats, Harry."

"It would be quite nice if
you stopped jumping

down out throats, Harry."

"Leave one wolf alive
and the sheep are never

safe."

"Leave one wolf alive
and the sheep are never

safe."

"Why am I sharing this
apocalypse with a

pilgrim?" 

"Why am I sharing this
apocalypse with a

pilgrim?" 

I had a lover's quarrel
with the world.

I had a lover's quarrel
with the world.

"All right, I've run out of
patience, Underoos!"

"All right, I've run out of
patience, Underoos!"

"But how do I stop the
monster without

becoming one myself?"

"But how do I stop the
monster without

becoming one myself?"

All about love and
courage.

All about love and
courage.

sgola9211@gmail.com
9311432650

YASHITTA BAWA
yashitabawa09@gmail.com

8383023326

Shivdas is the holy
grail.

Shivdas is the holy
grail.



SNEHA DUBEY
dubeysneha3112@gmail.com

8318822501

SUMHAR DILBUNG
sumhardilbung123@gmail.com

8414849548

TISHA GUPTA
tisha.1108gupta@gmail.com

9711979059

YASHIKA KEDIA
yashikakedia2003@gmail.com

8130630127

YASHIKA RANA
yashikaray14@gmail.com

8722541735

VANSHITA GHOOMI
vanshita.ghoomi@gmail.com

9809116634

SWATI
sswatisharmaa1604@gmail.com

6386713076

SONIKA
sonikagujjar17@gmail.com

7206852337

TAMANNA 
tamannaverma2292@gmail.com

8130063819

YASHIKA CHANDRA
yashikachandra2107@gmail.com

9354602992

VIDISHA GOSH
goshvidisha03@gmail.com

9354602992

TEJASWI
tejaswimishra2@gmail.com

9060836388

SUDHA KUMARI PASWAN
sudhapaswan2020@gmail.com

9625363008

SONAM
sains0036@gmail.com

8595869898

SUMAN
singhsuman16112002@gmail.com

9821445223

SUSHILA 
poojaydv1121@gmail.com

9667381838

VANSHIKA YADAV 
vanshikayadav650@gmail.com

8700745323

SNEHA
sneha9579322@gmail.com

9579322508
 

Don't just exist, live. Don't just exist, live. 
"We’ve had time, haven’t

we? We’re with you
whatever happens."

"We’ve had time, haven’t
we? We’re with you
whatever happens."

"Are you sure that’s a
real spell? Well, it’s
not very good is it?"

"Are you sure that’s a
real spell? Well, it’s
not very good is it?"

"Never forget what you
are, the rest of the world

will not."

"Never forget what you
are, the rest of the world

will not."

"Wit beyond measure is
man’s greatest

treasure."

"Wit beyond measure is
man’s greatest

treasure."

One in joy, light and
love.

One in joy, light and
love.

"Awful things happen to
wizards who've meddled

with time."

"Awful things happen to
wizards who've meddled

with time."

Now I know something
you don't.

Now I know something
you don't.

"I'm The Monster.""I'm The Monster.""Let it go, let it go!!""Let it go, let it go!!"
"Every great wizard has
started out as nothing

more than what we are
now—students."

"Every great wizard has
started out as nothing

more than what we are
now—students."

"Have you ever tried
shawarma? I don’t

know what it is, but I
wanna try it."

"Have you ever tried
shawarma? I don’t

know what it is, but I
wanna try it."

Executive presence.Executive presence.

Of course I dress well, I
didn't spend all that time in

the closet for nothing 

Of course I dress well, I
didn't spend all that time in

the closet for nothing 

"I Won't Blast People Out
Of My Way Just Because

They're There."

"I Won't Blast People Out
Of My Way Just Because

They're There."

"My name is Xena. I'm a
problem-solver."

"My name is Xena. I'm a
problem-solver."

"You don’t get a second
chance at humanity,

Bella."

"You don’t get a second
chance at humanity,

Bella."

"Turns out I'm actually a
pretty damn good

babysitter."

"Turns out I'm actually a
pretty damn good

babysitter."



B.Com(H) : Sec c



AAHANA RANA ANANYA KUMRA ANANYA SINGLA
ANJALI RANA ASMITA KAUR BHAVYA GUPTA
DEEPANSHI GEETANVI KANDPAL HARSHITA BHATT
HARSHITA JAI HARSHITA JOSHI HIMANSHI ARORA
HITESHIKA KANWER ISHA DUA ISHITA DHAWAN
JANVI GUPTA JYOTI NAGPAL KHUSHI GUPTA KOMAL
KRITI KRITIKA SARASWATLAXMI JHA LISHA MAHEK
RAHEJA MANYA GUPTA MONIKA YADAV NEELAM
NEHA KUSHWAH NISHTHA JAIN PALAK MALHOTRA
POORVA SINGHAL PRINCY PRIYA PRIYA SAMANTA
PRIYANKA NARWAT RADHIKA SWAIKA RENU
KUMARI RIYA JINDAL RUCHI JOSHI SANDHYA MURARI
SIMRAN KHANN SUMEDHA SHARMA TISHA
VARSHNEY TWINKLE KOHLI VAIBHAVI PANT
VANSHIKA GUPTA VANSHIKA JAIN VANSHIKA TANEJA
YASHI AGARWAL YASHIKA MEHNDIRATTA YOGITA 
 GEETANVI KANDPAL HARSHITA BHATT HARSHITA
JAI HARSHITA JOSHI HIMANSHI ARORA HITESHIKA
KANWER ISHA DUA ISHITA DHAWAN JANVI GUPTA
JYOTI NAGPAL KHUSHI GUPTA KOMAL KRITI KRITIKA
SARASWATLAXMI JHA LISHA MAHEK RAHEJA MANYA
GUPTA MONIKA YADAV NEELAM NEHA KUSHWAH
NISHTHA JAIN PALAK MALHOTRA POORVA SINGHAL
PRINCY PRIYA TWINKLE KOHLI VAIBHAVI PANT
VANSHIKA GUPTA VANSHIKA JAIN VANSHIKA TANEJA



AAHANA RANA ANANYA KUMRA
ananya.kumra@gmail.com

ANANYA SINGLA 
ananyaasingla@gmail.com

ANJALI RANA
anjalirana1702@gmail.com

ASMITA KAUR 
asmitakaur09@gmail.comaahana.rana12@gmail.com

7291977246 82650510008750441790 98104944998791701567

"Welcome to
Hellfire!"

"Welcome to
Hellfire!"

"We're mad fools, the
lot of us."

"We're mad fools, the
lot of us."

"It matters not what
someone is born, but

what they grow to be."

"It matters not what
someone is born, but

what they grow to be."

There's no need to stick
to 'the plan'. 

There's no need to stick
to 'the plan'. 

The girl who loved to
spend time with herself.

The girl who loved to
spend time with herself.

harshitabhatt2002@gmail.com
BHAVYA GUPTA DEEPANSHI GEETANVI KANDPAL HARSHITA BHATT HARSHITA JAIN

bhavyagupta1808@gmail.com geetanvikandpal@gmail.comdeepanshithakur96207@gmail.com jainharshi1406@gmail.com 
97705250359810249079965092891090580603168839199114

Protagonist for limited
years who wrote her story
which may inspire others.

Protagonist for limited
years who wrote her story
which may inspire others.

"That is my ninja way!""That is my ninja way!"You don't have to like
everyone.

You don't have to like
everyone."That's Voldemort's Job.""That's Voldemort's Job."

There will be no dearth
of entertainment above
now that she is there.

There will be no dearth
of entertainment above
now that she is there.

JYOTI NAGPAL KHUSHI GUPTA KRITIKOMAL  KRITIKA SARASWAT 
jyoti.nagpal2002@gmail.com saraswatkritika30@gmail.comkritichoudhary2207@gmail.comkhushigupta05kg@gmail.com Komalji531@gmail.com 

8859926081 902718860299711264159310010656 9878601026

Love never fails.Love never fails. "I'm Tony Stark.""I'm Tony Stark." Face your own
mortality. 

Face your own
mortality. 

"353 Days. I Heard."353 Days. I Heard. Excuse my dust.Excuse my dust.

HARSHITA JOSHI HIMANSHI ARORA HITESHIKA KANWER ISHA DUA ISHITA DHAWAN 
dhawanishita05@gmail.comishadua.id@gmail.comhkanwer02@gmail.com himanshiarora0614@gmail.com Harshitaj840@gmail.com 

996842462187002441429810301971 92138644789810389890

"I piggybacked from a
pizzadough freezer."

"I piggybacked from a
pizzadough freezer." Do your own stunts.Do your own stunts. "Ah, music. A magic

beyond all we do here!"
"Ah, music. A magic

beyond all we do here!"
"I think you pissed off my

sandwich."
"I think you pissed off my

sandwich."
"'If I cannot be better

than them, I will become
so much worse.'"

"'If I cannot be better
than them, I will become

so much worse.'"



LAXMI JHA LISHA MAHEK RAHEJA MANYA MONIKA YADAV 

 PALAK MALHOTRA

PRIYA PRIYA SAMANTA PRINCY 

NEHA KUSHWAH POORVA SINGHALNEELAM NISHTHA JAIN 

laxmijha692@gmail.com mahekraheja4@gmail.comlishasat28@gmail.com

nishthajain1406@gmail.comnehakushwah24052002@gmail.comNeelamkumari.172003@gmail.com

my0812548@gmail.comGuptamanya559@gmail.com

singhalpoorva2414@gmail.compalakmalhotra581@gmail.com

priyasamanta3703@gmail.com dayalpriya222@gmail.comprincygautam234@gmail.com

9311428482 9990883636 8595529292 8527047614

9310689644

7834926083

76259680497827154176

9910198091

99534655608130636878

93151265899667558767

"I don’t like it when you
have plans"

"I don’t like it when you
have plans"

"Everybody wants a happy
ending. But it doesn't
always roll that way!"

"Everybody wants a happy
ending. But it doesn't
always roll that way!"

Its hard, but keep
going. Its worth it!
Its hard, but keep

going. Its worth it!
"So, you're the Spiderling.

Crime-fighting Spider.
You're Spider-Boy?"

"So, you're the Spiderling.
Crime-fighting Spider.
You're Spider-Boy?"

Network problem.Network problem.

"Pity you can't attach an
extra arm to yours,

Malfoy." 

"Pity you can't attach an
extra arm to yours,

Malfoy." 

"I told you. I don’t want
to join your super-secret

boy band.”

"I told you. I don’t want
to join your super-secret

boy band.”

 Good and kind to the
people around me.

 Good and kind to the
people around me.

The best person ever
known by heart.

The best person ever
known by heart.

"If They Can Do It, Then
Why Not Us?"

"If They Can Do It, Then
Why Not Us?"

For nothing loved is ever
lost & I have loved so

much.

For nothing loved is ever
lost & I have loved so

much.

"Hulk Smash!""Hulk Smash!" "Three turns should do
it."

"Three turns should do
it."

RADHIKA SWAIKA
Radhika.swaika@gmail.com 

9899819966

You didn't know her,
don't pretend.

You didn't know her,
don't pretend.

RIYA JINDAL
jindalriya26@gmail.com

7838964816

Gone but not forgotten.Gone but not forgotten.

RUCHI JOSHI SIMRAN KHANNASANDHYA MURARI
simrankhanna739@gmail.comsandhyamurari4@gmail.comjoshiruchi2002@gmail.com 

952076208597615016899560362742

I hope I outlived my
regrets.

I hope I outlived my
regrets.

"It’s not wrong to hustle
hustlers. It’s like killing

murderers, a public
service."

"It’s not wrong to hustle
hustlers. It’s like killing

murderers, a public
service."

It was good while it
lasted.

It was good while it
lasted.

PRIYANKA NARWAT
priyanka05091@gmail.com

9310193682

"Feliz de estar en un
lugar más agradable"
"Feliz de estar en un
lugar más agradable"

RENU KUMARI 
Renubhalothia6396@gmail.com 

9330415536

"It's a letter from my
godfather."

"It's a letter from my
godfather."



VANSHIKA JAIN
vjvanshikajain1411@gmail.com

8923210710

"I'm nothing if not
traditional."

"I'm nothing if not
traditional."

VANSHIKA TANEJA 
vanshikataneja99@gmail.com

9215891400

“Stop being so
optimistic. It’s getting

on my nerves.”

“Stop being so
optimistic. It’s getting

on my nerves.”

YASHI AGARWAL YASHIKA MEHNDIRATTA YOGITA
agarwalyashi2002@gmail.com yashikamehndiratta0777@gmail.com Tomaryogita220@gmail.com 

807666612090347459467310878870

"Nothing, not even...
knowledge, was

foolproof."

"Nothing, not even...
knowledge, was

foolproof."

"Life was different
yesterday yet love

remains the same today"

"Life was different
yesterday yet love

remains the same today"

"That was me being
reasonable"

"That was me being
reasonable"

VAIBHAVI VANSHIKA GUPTA 
Vaibhavipant02@gmail.com Vanshika.gupta7910@gmail.com

9311856660 9871403846

TWINKLE KOHLI 
twinklekohli108@gmail.com

8791971017

Haha! You are still
stuck here. 

Haha! You are still
stuck here. 

"I'm Not Sad! I'm
Freakin' Hungry!"
"I'm Not Sad! I'm
Freakin' Hungry!"

Loving... Just kidding
she was kinda mean.

Loving... Just kidding
she was kinda mean.

TISHA VARSHNEY
varshneytisha2002@gmail.com

8755417338

"Yeah, you can have a
word. Goodbye."

"Yeah, you can have a
word. Goodbye."

SUMEDHA SHARMA 
sumisharma0101@gmail.com

7042026186

"We're not doing 'get
help.'"

"We're not doing 'get
help.'"



Wishing my dear students all
the very best in their future
endeavours. May the Divine
always be with you all. Love
and blessings for future
endeavours. 

-Dr. Geeta Kichlu

Dear students, Wishing you a
life filled with joy and
happiness! All the very best for
your future endeavours! Lots of 
 love and blessings.
 
-Dr.  Sangeeta Jerath 

Good luck students, always keep
up the dedication and sincerity
.We all believe that you can
become great. Wishing you the
very best for the future!

-Dr. Mandakini Das

Wishing you all the very best
for a bright, happy and
successful future. Make Gargi
proud wherever you go!

-Ms. Ramanbir Bindra

Wishing you all success and
happiness in life.

-Dr. Geeta Sidharth 

Time again for another batch of
students to step out of the
college life into the open world.
Wishing you all the best for your
future endeavours.

-Ms. Alka Gupta

Give your best to whatever you
do in life; it shall come back to
you in Nature's wondrous ways.
Best wishes!

-Dr. Romita Popli 

Best Wishes for a Bright &
Beautiful Future Dear Girls! 

-Ms. Chitra Kheria

Best wishes for your future.

 -Ms. Sumant Meena

Wishing you all loads of luck for
the future.

-Dr. Manju Khosla

Many blessings and best wishes
for you future endeavours.
Would love to see you achieving
new heights in life. Lots of love

-Ms. Laxmi

"Dear students, May you enjoy
your life and achieve great
heights in your career. Wishing
you  all the very best in life."

-Ms. Aakriti Chaudhry

Keep Soaring Higher!

-Ms. Hansika Khurana

Wishing the best of
everything for all of you.  All
our love and good thoughts
are with you.

-Dr. Payal Jain

Wishing you the very best for
all your upcoming endeavors!
Try to learn from every little
thing, and no one would be
wiser than you.

-Ms. Anam Khan 

All the best girls for your
future.. achieve every success
in life and be  independent. 

-Ms. Sunita Kumari

Many good wishes for all the
wise brains here.you have all the
potential to become the best of
the best in the world. Happy
Farewell 😊

-Dr Anjali Siwal 

I hope the students will prove
themselves the true
ambassadors of Gargi College. I
wish them good luck for future
endeavours. 

-Mr. Sanatan Tiwari

Wishing you all the success in
future 

-Ms. Renu Singh

ALL THE BEST FOR FUTURE!

-Ms. Priya Saha 

Messages



My dear students, always believe
in yourself, stay positive and
enjoy the present without
worrying too much about the
future kyunki zindagi lambi nahi
badi honi chaiye babomoshai❤ 

-Ms. Rupal Arora

Do well in life! Make yourself &
everyone around you proud with
your excellence in whatever you do.
Remember your college,  your faculty
& this place that shaped you in some
little way & do visit us. 

-Dr Anjni Anand 

Heartiest Congratulations to the
Batch 2022-23. May you always
find yourself as happy and full of
dreams as you are today. Keep up
your good work and continue to
strive.

-Ms. Nupur Tyagi

Many good wishes to an
incredible batch of 2022-2023.
Remember, you have all the
potential to become the best in
the world. Rise and shine
always ♥

- Ms. Mohini Rajput

Congratulations on the successful
completion of your graduation!
Cheers to those sweet and spicy
memories that you have made
here. I wish that success follows
you in everything you do. Embrace
life with passion!

-Ms. Iti Verma

You have done your best, I wish
you all the best as you step into
the new beginning in life. Best of
luck.

 
-Mr. Aditya Vikram 

 

 Wishing you all the best as you
embark on your journey into the
future.

-Mr. Ranjeet Kumar Ambast

Dear students, Congratulations on
your graduation. As your journey of
these three wonderful years ends at
our college, I hope your journey with
us continues. My best wishes will
always be with you. Believe in your
abilities and always put your best
foot forward. May your future be as
bright as a shining star. 

 
-Dr. Sonali Ahuja Dua

Believe in yourself and keep
working hard. Goodluck for your
future studies.

-Ms. Ritu Saini

You're finally stepping out into a
newer world that has a lot to offer
though you must hold onto all you've
learned on the journey you just
covered. It has taught you some
beautiful lessons. Hold your head
high and don't give up without a
fight. Wishing you all the very best.

-Ms. Rameeza Rafi 

Dear students, continue learning
and growing, and treasure the
friendships and memories that
you have built here. Good luck for
your future endeavours.

-Isha Chugh



Leave Your Message!!



B.Com : Sec A



AARTI KUMARIAASHI PRIYA AGRIMA CHOURASIA
AISHVARYA AGRAWAL AISHWARIYA MALIHAN
AISHWARYA AGRAWAL AKANKSHA GUPTA
AKANKSHA KHERIWAL AKSHI DHAKA ALKA KUMARI
AMBIKA CHAUHAN AMISHA KARWAAMISHA YADAV
ANANYA GUPTA ANANYA NAGPAL ANANYA
SAAWARIYA ANANYA VERMA ANJALI SINGH ANJALI
VERMA ANJALI YADAV ANKITA DHIMAN ANKITA
YADAV ANSHIKA RASTOGI ANU PRIYA ARUNIMA
SINGH ASHA BHADANA BARNALI GARDIA BHAVYA
BHUMIKA VERMA CHAHAT BAGRI CHETNA
AGGARWAL DANISHKA VERMA DEEPAKSHI YADAV
DEEPIKA DHRUVI JAIN DISHA BHATIA DIVYA YADAV
DIVYAKSHI DOLSEY MOTWANI DRISHIKA BAJAJ
EESHIKA DAGAR ESHA GAUTAM ESHWARI
LONGMAILAI FALAK GAURVI SINGH GEETIKA YADAV
HARSHITA MEHROLIYA HIMANSHI ISHA ISHITA
TYAGI JAGRATI SHARMA JAHNVI SAINI JANHVI RAI
JYOTI GARG JYOTI MORODIA JYOTIDEEP KANIKA
KARISHMA DANU KASHISH KASHISH RAJ KASHVI
SURI KAUSAR FATMA KHUSHBOO KHATOON
KHUSHBOO K KHUSHBOO SAROHA KHUSHBOO
SOLANKI KHUSHI BANSAL SHIVI MALHAN SHUBHI
YADAV ANANYA VERMA ANANYA NAGPAL ANANYA
SAAWARIYA ANANYA VERMA ANJALI SINGH ANJALI
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"Is That A Band? Are You
In A Band?"

"Is That A Band? Are You
In A Band?"

"Try not to trip. We don't
have time for a concussion

today."

"Try not to trip. We don't
have time for a concussion

today."
"You’re just as sane as I

am!"
"You’re just as sane as I

am!"

"Don’t worry darling, I have
everything under control."

"Don’t worry darling, I have
everything under control."

"I knew I could do it this
time, because I'd already
done it. Does that make

sense?"

"I knew I could do it this
time, because I'd already
done it. Does that make

sense?"

"I've had enough trouble
for a lifetime."

"I've had enough trouble
for a lifetime."

AARTI KUMARI 
aarti.k6363@gmail..com

8375812982

"Hogwarts will always be
there to welcome you

home"

"Hogwarts will always be
there to welcome you

home"

AISHVARYA AGRAWAL
aishvarya.agrawal1707@gmail.com

8791399355

"When in doubt, go to the
library."

"When in doubt, go to the
library."

AISHWARIYA MALIHAN
aishwariyamalihan2001@gmail.com

8000170992

You can't handle me even
if I came with an

instruction manual. 

You can't handle me even
if I came with an

instruction manual. 

AISHWARYA AGRAWAL
aishwaryaagrawal0987@gmail.com

9587739822

Beloved daughter and
friend. 

Beloved daughter and
friend. 

AKANKSHA GUPTA

AMBIKA

"The world only makes sense
if you force it to."

"The world only makes sense
if you force it to."

7985023356
akanshagupta09876@gmail.com

AKANKSHA KHERIWAL
akankshakheriwal@gmail.com

7830525273

"Things at Hogwarts are
far worse than I feared."
"Things at Hogwarts are
far worse than I feared."

AKSHI DHAKA
akshidhaka02@gmail.com

9027166017

AASHI PRIYA 

6202793230
aashi77640@gmail.com

Killed by a vampireKilled by a vampire

AGRIMA CHOURASIA
agrimachourasia17@gmail.com

8349595408
ambikachauhan462@gmail.com

8307221406

AMISHA KARWA 
amishakarwa15@gmail.com

7568479850

Think of me and smile. Think of me and smile. 

AMISHA YADAV
11amishayaduvanshi@gmail.com

9058096117

ANANYA GUPTA
ananyagupta74800@gmail.com

7480041010

"What the deuce?""What the deuce?"

ANANYA NAGPAL
ananyanagpal223@gmail.com

8219756667 

ANANYA SAAWARIYA
ananyasaawariya272@gmail.com

8373985077

ANANYA VERMA
ananyaavermaa13@gmail.com

8249862549

"My heart scares you, but a
gun doesn’t?"

"My heart scares you, but a
gun doesn’t?"

ANKITA YADAVANJALI VERMA ANJALI SINGHANJALI YADAV
umeshanj001@gmail.com yv.ankita0710@gmail.comanj01082002@gmail.comanjali7027262349@gmail.com

9588585571914082049074174558329729247839

"AVENGERS!
ASSEMBLE."
"AVENGERS!
ASSEMBLE."

"If thou must love me, let it
be for nought Except for

love’s sake only."

"If thou must love me, let it
be for nought Except for

love’s sake only."

"Your choice is the only
answer in life."

"Your choice is the only
answer in life."

"Where I’m goin’, if anybody
yells at me I can just  shoot

’em"

"Where I’m goin’, if anybody
yells at me I can just  shoot

’em"
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"Why Would I Go
Looking For Someone

Who Wants To Kill Me?"

"Why Would I Go
Looking For Someone

Who Wants To Kill Me?"

"And I thought I had it bad
staying here for another four

weeks"

"And I thought I had it bad
staying here for another four

weeks"

"No one dressed by me
ever looks like an idiot."
"No one dressed by me

ever looks like an idiot."

"A new day is coming
whether we like it or not."

"A new day is coming
whether we like it or not."

"The tiny Lilliputians
surmise that Gulliver’s
watch may be his god."

"The tiny Lilliputians
surmise that Gulliver’s
watch may be his god."

She was the only one of
her type.

She was the only one of
her type.

She was a tiny bird with a
big song!

She was a tiny bird with a
big song!

"There's more to life than
stupid boys, you know!"

"There's more to life than
stupid boys, you know!"

Let's move ahead Let's move ahead "I read serial killer diaries
with better punctuation."
"I read serial killer diaries
with better punctuation."

"What’s got your wand in
a knot?"

"What’s got your wand in
a knot?"

It doesn't matter if you
fail.

It doesn't matter if you
fail.

ANKITA DHIMAN
ankitadhiman9350@gmail.com

7876600331

"I could be your Zoomer.""I could be your Zoomer."

ANU PRIYAANSHIKA RASTOGI
anshikarastogi071@gmail.com

6387640804

"Dear diary, I made it
through the day."

"Dear diary, I made it
through the day."

ARUNIMA SINGH ASHA BHADANA
meanupriya1607@gmail.com arunima1324@gmail.com ashabhadana1062001@gmail.com

9771238006 7398128741 9354808302

"Dobby is used to death
threats, sir."

"Dobby is used to death
threats, sir."

"No, Harry. Even in the
wizarding world, hearing
voices isn’t a good sign."

"No, Harry. Even in the
wizarding world, hearing
voices isn’t a good sign."

"We could all do with a few
laughs."

"We could all do with a few
laughs."

BARNALI GARDIA BHAVYA BHUMIKA VERMA CHAHAT BAGRI CHETNA AGGARWAL
gardiabarnali@gmail.com bsabharwal.2002@gmail.com bhumikaverma713@gmail.com chahatbagri13@gmail.com chetnaaggarwal.3004@gmail.com

9178797798 9729310786 7772881368 8595628787 6283464532

"Dead vampire is
redundant."

"Dead vampire is
redundant."

Take it easy. Take it easy. 

DANISHKA VERMA DEEPAKSHI YADAV DEEPIKA DHRUVI JAIN DISHA BHATIA
Danishkaverma@gmail.com deepakshiyadav19@gmail.com mohitanddeepikarao@gmail.com jaindhruvi248@gmail.com dishabhatia0502@gmail.com

7827307800 8813971429 9350292082 7351570057 6394470990

There is no one like her. There is no one like her. 

DIVYAKSHI DOLSEY MOTWANI DRISHIKA BAJAJ EESHIKA DAGARDIVYA YADAV
Divya200yadav@gmail.com motwani.dolsey@gmail.comdivyakshi2909@gmail.com drishikabajaj412@gmail.com eeshikadagar148@gmail.com

63940647029717966040 8588012941 8437422593 7206847896



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

HARSHITA JAGRATI SHARMA HIMANSHI ISHA ISHITA TYAGI

JAHNVI SAINI

KANIKA 

JANHVI RAI JYOTI GARG JYOTI MORODIA JYOTIDEEP

KASHVI SURIKASHISH RAJKARISHMA DANU
kashvisurikashvi@gmail.com

8383056669

deep.9jyoti@gmail.com
7390899245

tyagiishita7@gmail.com
8077952228

jyotimorodia2002@gmail.com
9351976636

Kashishraj0407@gmail.com
7903601099

jyotigarga0031@gmail.com
8447885685

ishagond02@gmail.com
6391882894

janhvirai1809@gmail.com
8299004487

sainijahnvi2@gmail.com
9871797841

kanikasingh2306@gmail.com
8219039234

mehroliyaharshita@gmail.com
8168677814

danukarishma2409@gmail.com
8791988789

himanshik666@gmail.com
9310486099

kajalsharma25169@gmail.com
9958366078

KASHISH 
shroykashish29@gmail.com

9643419091

Always chose the path of
kindness over truth .

Always chose the path of
kindness over truth .

"Thank You, Sweet
Rabbit."

"Thank You, Sweet
Rabbit." In my ghosting era.In my ghosting era.

"I just asked myself.
WWWD? What Would

Wednesday Do?"

"I just asked myself.
WWWD? What Would

Wednesday Do?"

"The Dementors Send
Their Love, Potter!"

"The Dementors Send
Their Love, Potter!"

I"f you’re gonna fight a
war, you got to wear a

uniform."

I"f you’re gonna fight a
war, you got to wear a

uniform."

"Will you forget about
me?"

"Will you forget about
me?"

"Actually, this is my
happy face."

"Actually, this is my
happy face."

"I said it would be better
if we weren’t friends, not
that I didn’t want to be."

"I said it would be better
if we weren’t friends, not
that I didn’t want to be."

Add some fun in your
every task. 

Add some fun in your
every task. 

You’d better hold on tight,
spidermonkey…"

You’d better hold on tight,
spidermonkey…"

May the earth lie light
upon thee.

May the earth lie light
upon thee.

The one who creates her
destiny

The one who creates her
destiny Gwenchana!Gwenchana!

I'm taking your heart with me
so why your heart is aching. 

I'm taking your heart with me
so why your heart is aching. 

If you want to last, don't
skip the friendship part.
If you want to last, don't
skip the friendship part.

"Ask Me The Most Basic
Question: What Do We

Eat?"

"Ask Me The Most Basic
Question: What Do We

Eat?"

"When people see good,
they expect good and iIdon't

wanna live up to anyone's
expectations."

"When people see good,
they expect good and iIdon't

wanna live up to anyone's
expectations."

"Father, I am what you
made me. I’ve become your

daughter after all."

"Father, I am what you
made me. I’ve become your

daughter after all."

ESHA GAUTAM
eshagautam0501@gmail.com

63864877979310685255 9864948047 9555970634 9560575288

ESHWARI LONGMALAI FALAK GAURVI SINGH
eshwaril342@gmail.com kashvisurikashvi@gmail.com gaurvisingh2001@gmail.com geetikarao5091@gmail.com

GEETIKA YADAV

Just because a point of view
is popular doesn’t mean it

isn’t rubbish.

Just because a point of view
is popular doesn’t mean it

isn’t rubbish.



KAUSAR FATMA
kasurfatma1404@gmail.com

8092216545

KHUSBOO 
Khushbusolanki017@gmail.com

9654776118

KHUSHBOO 
khushboo.kumar.c2003@gmail.com

8826827468

KHUSHBOO KHATOON 
khushbookhatoon981@gmail.com

9973560723

KHUSHBOO SAROHA 
khushboosaroha4815@gmail.com

8006277539

KHUSHI BANSAL 
thekhushibansal@gmail.com

9310674224

SHIVI MALHAN SHUBHI YADAV 
shivimalhan143@gmail.com

6239901700
shubhiyadav68917@gmail.com

8303419449

"I Have The Tingle Thing.
Just Not For Bread."

"I Have The Tingle Thing.
Just Not For Bread." Toxic positivity exists.Toxic positivity exists.

"You’d be surprised how
easy it is to forget the past,

Elena"

"You’d be surprised how
easy it is to forget the past,

Elena"

"To laugh at yourself is to
love yourself."

"To laugh at yourself is to
love yourself."

"This Is Mr. Fibbly. He Is
A Squirrel."

"This Is Mr. Fibbly. He Is
A Squirrel."

"Never Insult Albus
Dumbledore In Front Of

Me!"

"Never Insult Albus
Dumbledore In Front Of

Me!"

"He's Your First Love. I
Intend To Be Your Last."
"He's Your First Love. I

Intend To Be Your Last."
"There Are Some Things
Science Can't Explain"

"There Are Some Things
Science Can't Explain"

"You're a little scary
sometimes, you know that?

Brilliant... but scary."

"You're a little scary
sometimes, you know that?

Brilliant... but scary."

ALKA KUMARI 
alka30988@gmail.com

9508152439



B.Com : Sec b



KHUSHI GOYAL KHUSHI KUMARI KHUSHI RAGHAV
KHUSHI SINGH KOMAL PARASHAR KOMAL YADAV
KOMAL GUPTA KOMAL SISODIA KRITIKA GAUTAM
KUSUM NEGI LALITA LAXMI LOVANSHI BENIWAL
MAITRI SHARMA MANASVI NAUTIYAL MANMEET
KAUR MANSI YADAV MANU SONI MANVI NAGAR
MEENUMEGHA RAJPUT MEGHA DEEP MITALI RAJ
MRINALINI AVDHESH GEDAM MUSKAN MUSKAN
NAMRATA BARAHDIA NAMRATA RANI NANCY
MAHLAWAT NANCY CHANDRA NANDINI AGARWAL
NANDINI KAMBOJ NEHA YADAV NEHA YADAV
NIDHI MODANWAL NIKITA YADAV NIKITA YADAV
NIMISHA SHARMA NISHA NISHA NISHA YADAV
NISHTHA KHARE PALAK GUPTA PALAK TAMRAKAR
PALLAVI SINGH PARAMPREET KAUR POONAM
PRAGYA PAWAR PRANSHU GIRI PRATIBHA YADAV
PRERANA GAUTAM PRERNA PRIYA KARAYAT
PRIYANJALI YADAV RADHA GAUR RADHIKA
RADHIKA SAINI RASHI SONI REENA REKHA SHIVA
RENU RESHMA SAROJ RESHU GUPTA RIFAT JAHAN
RIMJIM KOUL RINEE SHUKLA RISHIKA GAHOI
RISHITA AGGARWAL RIYA SONI RUCHI NANDINI
AGARWAL NANDINI KAMBOJ NEHA YADAV NEHA
YADAV OMAL SISODIA KRITIKA GAUTAM KUSUM
NEGI LALITA LAXMI LOVANSHI BENIWAL MAITRI



KOMAL GUPTA

MEENU

9560722012

KHUSHI GOYAL KHUSHI KUMARI KHUSHI SINGH KOMAL 

KUSUM NEGI

LOVANSHI BENIWAL MAITRI SHARMA MANASVI NAUTIYAL LAXMI

KOMAL YADAV KOMAL SISODIA KRITIKA GAUTAM 

MANSI YADAV MANVI NAGAR MANU SONI 

khushigoyal2511@gmail.com khushisingh9584@gmail.comkhushikumari61488@gmail.com

kritika.gautam0508@gmail.comkomalyd007@gmail.comkomal123sisodia@gmail.com

komalparashar43@gmail.com 

Kusumchaaras233500@gmail.com

manasvinautiyal@gmail.comMaitri.ms.2005@gmail.com Blovanshi@yahoo.comLaxmikashyap112277@gmail.com 

mk7592687@gmail.commanvi132001@gmail.comsoni.manum13@gmail.commansiyd693@gmail.com

9311501968 9117001621 6232461817 8882903955

9560722012 82183147058882903955

8307258285

7876690915

870040460298371893787300298296

9354157907971723404790246432348279835199

"You've forgotten the
magic word."

"You've forgotten the
magic word."

Mujhe kya main toh
bas ek penguin hu.

Mujhe kya main toh
bas ek penguin hu.

"If They Can Do It,
Then Why Not Us?"
"If They Can Do It,

Then Why Not Us?"

komalgupta9456@gmail.com
 

"I've had enough trouble
for a lifetime."

"I've had enough trouble
for a lifetime."

"That's my secret,
Captain. I'm always

angry."

"That's my secret,
Captain. I'm always

angry."

LALITA
ylalita797@gmail.com

7206490188

"The only person I can
count on is me."

"The only person I can
count on is me."

"A mind needs books like
a sword needs a

whetstone."

"A mind needs books like
a sword needs a

whetstone."

"It is our choices, Harry,
that show what we truly
are, far more than our

abilities."

"It is our choices, Harry,
that show what we truly
are, far more than our

abilities."

"Of course it’s a joke, just
not a very funny one."

"Of course it’s a joke, just
not a very funny one."

"Fire cannot kill a
dragon."

"Fire cannot kill a
dragon."

If I was mean to you and
said I was joking, I wasn't.
If I was mean to you and

said I was joking, I wasn't.

"Friends don't lie.""Friends don't lie."Even my hair have a
personality of their own.

Even my hair have a
personality of their own.

"Fleur never got past 'ze
grindylows'!"

"Fleur never got past 'ze
grindylows'!"

"Oh, by the way, this is a
friend of mine: the tree."
"Oh, by the way, this is a
friend of mine: the tree."

"Easy, Van Helsing.""Easy, Van Helsing."

MANMEET KAUR
manmeet.kaur0128@gmail.com

8427493614

"Bad century.""Bad century." "Yes, well, I suppose that
life is irregular."

"Yes, well, I suppose that
life is irregular."

" '86 baby!"" '86 baby!"

KHUSHI  RAGHAV
khushiraghav0412@gmail.com

9310553606
"It's not everyday you

graduate"
"It's not everyday you

graduate"

KOMAL GUPTA 

8755539923



MRINALINI GEDAM MUSKAN MUSKAN NAMRATA 

NEHA YADAV

NIKITA YADAV NIKITA YADAV NIMISHA SHARMANIDHI MODANWAL 

NANCY CHANDRA NANCY

NISHA

NANDINI AGARWAL 

NISHA NISHTHA KHARENISHA YADAV PALAK GUPTA 

mrinaaa2002@gmail.com Muskan837583@gmail.com muskan13082002@gmail.com

nandiniagarwal952@gmail.comNancychandra05@gmail.com mahlawatnancy@gmail.com

Namratasn0173@gmail.com 

ny1153017@gmail.com

nisharajput36384@gmail.com

nimishasharma2804@gmail.comnikitayadav6500@gmail.comyadavnikitaro5@gmail.comnidhimodanwal69@gmail.com

Guptapalak491@gmail.comkharenishtha7991@gmail.com nishayadav4284@gmail.comnishavashishth79@gmail.com

9821817796 8439003555 7289885930 8349360044

9813747758 78959281349412839165

7376709833

6203035475

9555123467

958836035893100573697087783409

9752811006736700187493069468539588360358

"The one with the teddy
bears, duh!"

"The one with the teddy
bears, duh!"

"I'm not buying anything
Malfoy thinks is good."

"I'm not buying anything
Malfoy thinks is good." "I know a good lawyer.""I know a good lawyer."

“Dark times call for dark
choices. Choose me.”

“Dark times call for dark
choices. Choose me.”

NAMRATA RANI 
raniaman47@gmail.com

6201192095

"They couldn't even spring
for real pig's blood!"

"They couldn't even spring
for real pig's blood!" "I went for the head.""I went for the head."

NEHA YADAV 
yadavnehha11@gmail.com 

9024826321

"Secrets are a poison that
need to be spat out."

"Secrets are a poison that
need to be spat out."

"Wow, I wonder what it'd
be like to have a difficult

life?"

"Wow, I wonder what it'd
be like to have a difficult

life?"

"I’m hoping to do some
good in the world!"

"I’m hoping to do some
good in the world!"

My soul will haunt you
everyday.

My soul will haunt you
everyday.

I took the road less
traveled by... and often got

lost.

I took the road less
traveled by... and often got

lost.
Pure heart and joyful

vibe.
Pure heart and joyful

vibe.

"Halfway Happy.""Halfway Happy.""This is the skin of a killer,
Bella."

"This is the skin of a killer,
Bella."

"If I Fall, Don't Bring Me
Back."

"If I Fall, Don't Bring Me
Back."

"Yeah, but stupid’s so
much more fun!"

"Yeah, but stupid’s so
much more fun!"

"This is night, Diddykins." "This is night, Diddykins." "Do I dazzle you?""Do I dazzle you?"
"Always the tone of

surprise."
"Always the tone of

surprise."

MEGHA DEEP 
meghadeep07@gmail.com

7300708020

"Good morning to you,
little miss I’m on a

mission."

"Good morning to you,
little miss I’m on a

mission."



PALLAVI SINGH PARAMPREET KAUR POONAM

PRAGYA PAWAR PRANSHU GIRI

PRIYANJALI YADAV 

RADHIKA SAINI

RADHIKA

PRERANA GAUTAM

RADHA GAUR

PRATIBHA YADAV 

PRIYA

pallavi52002singh@gmail.com poonammoyal06@gmail.comParamturna09@gmail.com

priyahimi920@gmail.com

kr5247987@gmail.comypratibha404@gmail.compg70717383@gmail.com pragyapawar03@gmail.com

Gaurradha3008@gmail.compriyanjaliy653@gmail.com

radhikasaini7700@gmail.com

radhika300802@gmail.com

8112774560 8264353857 9654132757

9654132757 98183647359559000923

9456326880

7007025188

864907100096542624357992052967

9667240430

"Humanity’s not all it’s
cracked up to be."

"Humanity’s not all it’s
cracked up to be."

"I lost my shoe.""I lost my shoe."

"Jesus Christ, that kid's
gotta get his ego in check."

"Jesus Christ, that kid's
gotta get his ego in check."

"I am a wolf and will not
be afraid."

"I am a wolf and will not
be afraid."

"Hermione, you're good
on feelings and stuff, but
you just don't understand

about Quidditch."

"Hermione, you're good
on feelings and stuff, but
you just don't understand

about Quidditch."

"Dear Diary, A Chipmunk
Asked Me My Name

Today."

"Dear Diary, A Chipmunk
Asked Me My Name

Today."

"I love you 3000.""I love you 3000."
"There Is No Such Thing

As A Bad Idea. Only
Poorly Executed Awesome

Ones."

"There Is No Such Thing
As A Bad Idea. Only

Poorly Executed Awesome
Ones."

"Wait a minute, do dogs
even have ghosts?"

"Wait a minute, do dogs
even have ghosts?"

RASHI SONI REENA
reenajakhar610@gmail.comrashiso3020@gmail.com

82783838809350054579

"I'm with you, till the end
of the line."

"I'm with you, till the end
of the line."

Many mistakes but few
regrets.

Many mistakes but few
regrets.

REKHA SHIVA 
mintyrekhashiva@gmail.com

8234872107

"Don’t let Lavender hear
you saying that."

"Don’t let Lavender hear
you saying that."

What if I’m not a superhero.
What if I’m the bad guy?

What if I’m not a superhero.
What if I’m the bad guy?

"I promised you an eternity
of misery, so I’m just
keeping my word."

"I promised you an eternity
of misery, so I’m just
keeping my word."

Legends never die.Legends never die.

PALAK TAMRAKAR
palaktamrakar11@gmail.com

8349259959

"She sounds like a muppet!""She sounds like a muppet!"



RISHITA AGGARWAL 
rishitaaggarwal476@gmail.com 

6367599865

"It is not our part to master
all the tides of the world"

"It is not our part to master
all the tides of the world"

RIYA SONI
riyasoni2224@gmail.com

6367599865

"I’m sorry, Earth is closed
today. "

"I’m sorry, Earth is closed
today. "

RUCHI
7011ruchi@gmail.com

9999475340

"Death's got an
invisibility cloak?"

"Death's got an
invisibility cloak?"

7889720763

RIMJIM KOUL
rimjimkoul0@gmail.com 

7889720763
 

"So that's it, is it? Just stay
put while the grown-ups sort

it out, Harry!"

"So that's it, is it? Just stay
put while the grown-ups sort

it out, Harry!"

RESHU GUPTA
reshugupta2908@gmail.com

7458957661

"We have a Hulk.""We have a Hulk."

RINEE SHUKLA RISHIKA GAHOI 
rishikagahoi11@gmail.ccmshuklarinee@gmail.com

73559667949140320830

"I Have Been Falling For
Thirty Minutes!"

"I Have Been Falling For
Thirty Minutes!"

"What? Blow something
up? I already did that."

"What? Blow something
up? I already did that."

RESHMA SAROJ 
reshmasaroj7275@gmail.com 

9792497275

Puspa, I hate
tears.

Puspa, I hate
tears.

RENU
renukamboj919@gmail.com

7015884232

"I can’t control their fear,
only my own."

"I can’t control their fear,
only my own."

RIFAT JAHAN
jahanrifat672@gmail.com

6390985946

"Mouthbreather.""Mouthbreather."
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SAIJAL YADAV SAKSHI SALONI SUMAN SANAH
KALRA SANDHYA SANJANA SANYA SACHDEVA
SARSTY SEJAL CHAUHAN SEJAL RAJPUT SHAGUN
CHOUDHARY SHALINI SINGH SHIKHA DUMOLIA
SHILPA BHARTI SHIVANI KURADIA SHRUTI BHARTI
SHRUTI NAGAR SHUBHI GUPTA SHUBHI SHARMA
SIDRA HASAN SIMRITI BATISH SIYANA AZAD SK
TAMANNA SMRITI SINGH SNEHA JAISWAL SNEHA
JHA SONALI SONAM SONIA SUCHI ROY SUHANI SAHU
SUPRIYA GAUTAM SURBHI KUMARI SWATI JAISWAL
SWATIMA RAI TABA YASSO TADAR CHUMPI TANISHA
GREWAL TANISHI SINGH TANISHKA SUHANE TANNU
TANNU YADAV TANU PRIYA TANVI AGARWAL TANYA
PUNDIR TISHA TRIPTI BANSAL TRIPTI VERMA
TRIPTY WIG TSEWANG - SPALDON URMILA VAISHALI
CHHABRA VAISHNAV VANDANA VANSHIKA
SRIVASTAVA VARALIKA VERMA VARSHA RAO
VARSHA SINGH VARSHA VATSYAYAN VASUDHA
KHARE VERSHA KUMARI VINEETA SINGH VISHAKHA
VISHNU PRIYA GUPTA YACHNA YASHIKA SHARMA
ZOYA NAAZ SUCHI ROY SUHANI SAHU SUPRIYA
GAUTAM SURBHI KUMARI SWATI JAISWAL SHALINI
SINGH SHIKHA DUMOLIA SHILPA BHARTI SHIVANI
KURADIA SHRUTI BHARTI SHRUTI NAGAR SHUBHI
GUPTA SHUBHI SHARMA SIDRA HASAN SIMRITI



sarstyyadav@gmail.com
 9729076811 

Sejal210431@gmail.com
 7897294082

Damon Salvatore Damon Salvatore 

SNEHA JAISWAL
snehajaiswal3103@gmail.com 

9151229134

SNEHA JHA
snehajha1920@gmail.com 

8787627976

SIDRA HASAN
sidrahasanqamar@gmail.com 

9911200125

SHRUTI BHARTI

SANYA SACHDEVA
sanyasachdeva556@gmail.com

 8368751826

SARSTY SEJAL RAJPUT SHAGUN CHOUDHARY
shagunchodhry@gmail.com

 9643466124 

SHRUTI NAGAR
shrutinagar556@gmail.com 

7740801727

SHIVANI KURADIA
shivanikuradia2003@gmail.com

 9773617333

SHUBHI GUPTA
guptashubhi105@gmail.com

 7869706889 

SHILPA BHARTI
shilpabharti8935@gmail.com

9838326171

SHUBHI SHARMA
sharmashubhi005@gmail.com

 9119784530
shrutibhrt@gmail.com 

7366852572

SIMRITI BATISH
simritibatish@gmail.com

 6283778684

SK TAMANNA
sktamanna216@gmail.com 

9315415110

"Cold, Manipulative,
Good Hair"

"Cold, Manipulative,
Good Hair" "What a marshmellow.""What a marshmellow."

I may not be the good/best
human out there but

everyday I try to be one.

I may not be the good/best
human out there but

everyday I try to be one.

"Come on. What did
you expect?"

"Come on. What did
you expect?"

I am all that is, that
was, and that will be.
I am all that is, that

was, and that will be.

SANAH KALRASALONI SUMANSAIJAL YADAV SAKSHI
saijalyadav05@gmail.com

 9760410230
 
 

sakshibhandari103@gmail.com 
7206662657

sanahkalra25@gmail.com 
8437711011

salonisuman0716@gmail.com
 6299518854

SANJANA
sanjanapassi96@gmail.com

 7982398474

Self belief was her first 
priority.

Self belief was her first 
priority.

Still dead. Thanks for
checking.

Still dead. Thanks for
checking.

"Action Beamm! ""Action Beamm! "

"No, I'm pretty sure
it's gumbo."

"No, I'm pretty sure
it's gumbo."

"So eager for eaternal
damnation!"

"So eager for eaternal
damnation!"

"Assassination — It’s the
family trade. We all take

it up."

"Assassination — It’s the
family trade. We all take

it up."

"It does not do well to
dwell on dreams and

forget to live"

"It does not do well to
dwell on dreams and

forget to live"

"There's no science
here, this is magic."
"There's no science
here, this is magic."

The cat lady.The cat lady. "Red hair and a hand-
me-down robe? You
must be a Weasley."

"Red hair and a hand-
me-down robe? You
must be a Weasley."

Expect less, and be kind
to  everyone (including

yourself).

Expect less, and be kind
to  everyone (including

yourself).

"There’s nothing in here
about using defensive

spells."

"There’s nothing in here
about using defensive

spells."

" Just because it’s taken
you three years to

notice, Ron,"

" Just because it’s taken
you three years to

notice, Ron,"

"Am I that easy to leave,
kotyonok?"

"Am I that easy to leave,
kotyonok?"

"I do believe in killing the
messenger.  It sends a

message."

"I do believe in killing the
messenger.  It sends a

message."



TSEWANG - SPALDON

TANU PRIYA TANVI AGARWAL TANYA PUNDIR
tanupriya248@gmail.com

 7992235638 
tanviagarwal131@gmail.com

 9932022222
tanya.pundir7000@gmail.com 

9675507000

TRIPTI BANSALTISHA
tishataneja2003@gmail.com 

7015156624
triptib1209@gmail.com 

9119268997

TRIPTI VERMA TRIPTY WIG
anandwig@gmail.com 

8968637640
tripti.v14@gmail.com 

8851053314
spaldon365@gmail.com

 9469892611

URMILA VAISHALI CHHABRA
suryavanshiurmila24@gmail. com 

9315305648
chhabravaishali56@gmail.com

 9058230521

SUCHI ROY
soniatanwar2020@gmail.com 

9315475483 
suchiroy0512@gmail.com 

9507933375

SUHANI SAHU
sahusuhani143@gmail.com 

6394045212

SONALI SONAM SONIA
khansonam2003@gmail.com

 8860211542 
sonalikmri088@gmail.com

9931228956

“Is this real? Or has this
been happening inside my

head?”

“Is this real? Or has this
been happening inside my

head?”

"I am Po... and I'm
gonna need a hat."
"I am Po... and I'm
gonna need a hat."

"This family makes me want
to murder people."

"This family makes me want
to murder people."

SWATI JAISWAL SWATIMA RAI
jaiswalswati900@gmail.com

 7388735151
rswatima01@gmail.com

 9471905684

TANISHI SINGH TANISHKA SUHANE
tanishisingh124@gmail.com 

8808231041

suhanetanishka@gmail.com 
9816304529

TANNU
ytannu303@gmail.com

 9315851616

"I can do this all day.""I can do this all day." "Painting is a metaphor
for control."

"Painting is a metaphor
for control."

"I'm a thousand years old.
Call it boredom."

"I'm a thousand years old.
Call it boredom."

"I’d like to appear smart
and perfect all the time"
"I’d like to appear smart
and perfect all the time"

"You wish.""You wish."

"I believe the term you're
searching for is 'OMG'."

"I believe the term you're
searching for is 'OMG'."

"You're like my own
personal brand of Heroin."

"You're like my own
personal brand of Heroin."

Damn, she was fire!Damn, she was fire!

"I kept the door open
three inches."

"I kept the door open
three inches."

“You'll stay with me?"“You'll stay with me?"

"How many PhDs does
Hulk have? 0."

"How many PhDs does
Hulk have? 0."

At last Starks are the
kings of winterfell.

At last Starks are the
kings of winterfell.

“Every day is all about
me.”

“Every day is all about
me.”

"There's more to me than
just gloomy graveyard

girl."

"There's more to me than
just gloomy graveyard

girl."

"Dormammu, I've
come to bargain."
"Dormammu, I've
come to bargain."

"Never, tell me the
odds."

"Never, tell me the
odds."

"And I'm pretty sure this
is a Bravestone thing."

"And I'm pretty sure this
is a Bravestone thing."



VANSHIKA SRIVASTAVAVAISHNAVI VANDANA
vandanasingh200704@gmail.com 

9518443710
srivastava19vanshika@gmail.com 

9450247064
vaishjaizz090@gmail.com 

9771337531

VARALIKA VERMA VARSHA RAO
varalikaverma26@gmail.com 

9140889714
varsharao524@gmail.com 

8570980178

VARSHA VATSYAYANVARSHA SINGH VASUDHA KHARE
vrshavatsyayan@gmail.com 

8825288876
singhvarsha63820@gmail.com

 8447293666
vasudhakhare8@gmail.com 

7017439505

VERSHA KUMARI VINEETA SINGH
vershakumari282@gmail.com 

8076039033
vineetasingh1414@gmail.com 

9654566427

VISHNU PRIYA GUPTA YACHNA
yadavyachna032@gmail.com 

9354816969
guptavishnupriya959@gmail.com 

7828902634

YASHIKA SHARMA
yashikasharma2610@gmail.com

 7494849833

"Anyone can speak
Troll. All you have to do

is point and grunt.".

"Anyone can speak
Troll. All you have to do

is point and grunt.".

Forever in our hearts.Forever in our hearts.

"They're screaming.""They're screaming."

"Stop the car!Slow down!""Stop the car!Slow down!""Fight the fairies!""Fight the fairies!"

It's okay to take your
time before trusting

anyone

It's okay to take your
time before trusting

anyone

"If you’re going to be
bad, be bad with a

purpose"

"If you’re going to be
bad, be bad with a

purpose"

"Is that really what my
hair looks like from the

back?"

"Is that really what my
hair looks like from the

back?"

"Expelliarmus""Expelliarmus" "Did you bring your
rollerblades?"

"Did you bring your
rollerblades?"

VISHAKHA
vishakhasoni999000@gmail.com

 9817447594

"I know what you are.""I know what you are." "Let's burn that lab to
the ground."

"Let's burn that lab to
the ground."

"I’m not human. And I
miss it."

"I’m not human. And I
miss it."

"What Cornelius doesn't
know won't hurt him"

"What Cornelius doesn't
know won't hurt him"

ZOYA NAAZ
bloomstriker59@gmail.com 

8791491795

"I'd have greater chance of
draining the Mississippi

with a straw."

"I'd have greater chance of
draining the Mississippi

with a straw."

SUPRIYA GAUTAM

"Well, (the news) changes
every day, you see"

"Well, (the news) changes
every day, you see"

SURBHI KUMARI
ad3592445@gmail.com

 8210395834

TANNU YADAV
yadavtannu548@gmail.com

 8295647101

"Put the damn crossbow
down, Pocahontas.”

"Put the damn crossbow
down, Pocahontas.”

supriyagautam85@gmail.com
 7905311184

"This isn't a great time for
me to have a house elf in my

bedroom."

"This isn't a great time for
me to have a house elf in my

bedroom."

SURBHI KUMARI
 ad3592445@gmail.com

8210395834



B.Com : Sec d



ADITI TIWARI AKANKSHA ANANYA GULATI
ANANYA MITTAL ANSHIKA SOLANKI ANUSHKA
BURK ANUSHKA SHAH BHARTI CHANCHAL MEENA
DAKSHATA SHREE DHWANI AHUJA DIKSHA ATTRI
DOLLY CHAUDHARY GAYATRI HARSHITA RAWAT
ITTY GARG JIGMET SKITDON JIYA RANI JYOTI JYOTI
ATTRI JYOTI GUPTA KALPANA KUMARI KANISHKA
YADAV KASHISH MEHTA KHODA JERNIA
KHUSHBOO KHUSHI KHUSHI AGARWAL KHUSHI
JAIN KONICA AGGARWAL KRITIKA KORAM KRITIKA
SHARMA KSHAMA LIPIKA BISHT MANNAT ANAND
MANUSHREE JAIN MUSKAN ARORA NAVYA RAI
NEHA NIDHI NIKITA NIKITA RAGHAV NISHTHA
AHUJA PALAK GUPTA PARTHIVI GARG PAYAL
KUMARI PRACHI SHAHI PRIYA PRIYA KUMARI
PRIYA MITTAL RASHMI YADAV RESHU DAS
RIDDHIMA SINGHAL RITIKA RAINA SAANCHI
MEHTA SAJAL GUPTA SARIKA SHARMA SHALINI
KOTHIYAL SHREYA SHREYA AMRIT SHRUTI
PANDEY SIYA SHUKLA SNIGDHA KUMARI TEESHA
AGGRAWAL TISHA DUA URVI AGARWAL VIDHI
TEOTIA YASHIKA JAIN YASMEEN KAKKAR RASHMI
YADAV RESHU DAS RIDDHIMA SINGHAL RITIKA
RAINA SAANCHI AKANKSHA ANANYA GULATI



t.aditi1513@gmail.com
ADITI TIWARI AKANKSHA ANANYA GULATI ANANYA MITTAL

ANSHIKA SOLANKI

wish.jhanvi@gmail.com gulatiananya1107@gmail.com ananya8121@gmail.com

anshikadream28@gmail.com
ANUSHKA BURK

DHWANI AHUJA

ITTY GARG JIGMET SKITDON JIYA RANI JYOTI GUPTA JYOTI ATTRI

HARSHITA RAWAT

DAKSHATA SHREEBHARTIANUSHKA SHAH

DIKSHA ATTRI DOLLY CHAUDHARY GAYATRI

anushkaburk3@gmail.com

ahujadhwani9@gmail.com

gargitty49@gmail.com jskitdon@gmail.com jiyameena2626@gmail.com guptajyoti23101@gmail.com

goyalgayatri123@gmail.com

dakshatashree22@gmail.com

harshitarawat80@gmail.comdollych01012003@gmail.comdeekshaattri30@gmail.com

shahanushka139@gmail.com bhartea1970@gmail.com

8126417314

8607177051

9873298413

7814337921 9596970328 9354091678 8860451226

9643849903

6387119899

8273837460

9818959246

9643796701

98914240629648486990

9315453995 9306098214 9999048688

8533068368

"Our life is one, big 
proverbial  coin toss."
"Our life is one, big 

proverbial  coin toss."
She will be alive till

"happiness" survives. 
She will be alive till

"happiness" survives. 
"It’s me. I’m extremely

famous."
"It’s me. I’m extremely

famous."
"What happens if the one who
breaks your heart is the only

one who can fix it?"

"What happens if the one who
breaks your heart is the only

one who can fix it?"

"You were right. 
It just takes time."
"You were right. 

It just takes time."
"I'll have a cappuccino.""I'll have a cappuccino." An inspiration to all.An inspiration to all. "Never let a rigid itinerary

discourage you from an
unexpected adventure."

"Never let a rigid itinerary
discourage you from an
unexpected adventure."

I see my life in terms 
of music.

I see my life in terms 
of music.

“Sometimes you've gotta run
before you can walk.”

“Sometimes you've gotta run
before you can walk.”

"Don’t torture yourself with
memories from the past.”

"Don’t torture yourself with
memories from the past.”

"That's totally barbaric!""That's totally barbaric!" "But drip is for people
who hate themselves."
"But drip is for people
who hate themselves."

If you expect
disappointment, you will
never be disappointed. 

If you expect
disappointment, you will
never be disappointed. 

"Honestly, don’t you two
read?!"

"Honestly, don’t you two
read?!"

"Life sucks either way, 
Jeremy."

"Life sucks either way, 
Jeremy."

"Dudley, for the first time
in your life, you're talking

sense."

"Dudley, for the first time
in your life, you're talking

sense."

She stole everyone's
heart. 

She stole everyone's
heart. 

Jyotisorout87@gmail.com

"If it bleeds, you can
kill it."

"If it bleeds, you can
kill it."

8708872683

SAJAL GUPTA 
sajalgupta70072@gmail.com

"I was ambushed. I was
shot. Now, I'm vengeful."
"I was ambushed. I was

shot. Now, I'm vengeful."

9026536814



NAVYA RAI 

"It’s the thought that
counts. I ought to know."

"It’s the thought that
counts. I ought to know."

navyarai0020@gmail.com

KALPANA KUMARI 
kalpanakumari080103@gmail.com

KANISHKA YADAV KASHISH MEHTA

KONICA AGGARWALKHUSHI JAINKHUSHI AGARWAL 

KHUSHI
khushirawat185@gmail.comyadavkanishka35@gmail.com km.kashishmehta@gmail.com

aggarwalkonica002@gmail.comlodhakhushi123@gmail.comagarwalkhushi643@gmail.com

KRITIKA KORAM KRITIKA SHARMA

LIPIKA BISHT MUSKAN ARORA

9142634162

Hot dog!Hot dog!

KSHAMA MANNAT ANAND MANUSHREE JAIN

"You're The Most
Incredible

 person In The World."

"You're The Most
Incredible

 person In The World."

True friends will never
judge you..

True friends will never
judge you..

"There is no charge
 for awesomeness."
"There is no charge
 for awesomeness."

"Youth can not know
how age thinks and

feels."

"Youth can not know
how age thinks and

feels."

"But Vecna LIVES!""But Vecna LIVES!"

"I'm stealthy, like a
ninja."

"I'm stealthy, like a
ninja."

She had a dope wardrobe.She had a dope wardrobe. "Anyone capable of love
is capable of being

saved.".

"Anyone capable of love
is capable of being

saved.".

She tried everything 
considered as normal.
She tried everything 

considered as normal.

 "I've been known to go
too far to make a point,

but I do always get
results".

 "I've been known to go
too far to make a point,

but I do always get
results".

"I will answer injustice 
with justice". 

"I will answer injustice 
with justice". 

"The best way to not get
your heart broken is to
pretend that you don’t

have one".

"The best way to not get
your heart broken is to
pretend that you don’t

have one".

"The mind is not a book,
to be opened at will and
examined at leisure.".

"The mind is not a book,
to be opened at will and
examined at leisure.".

tanwarkshama03@gmail.com lipikabisht18@gmail.com mannat12anand@gmail.com manushreejain515@gmail.com aroramuskan123456@gmail.com

9711147795 9671630475

KHUSHBOO
khushboosetia1@gmail.com

"He can run faster than
Severus Snape confronted

with shampoo."

"He can run faster than
Severus Snape confronted

with shampoo."

9812906544 8318137317

9679651995 7830224879 9592127781 7987909561
koramkritika@gmail.com

9650611436
kritikasharma11100@gmail.com

87081777437988421556 9311407237 8527660440 9816049067

8081848672

PALAK GUPTA PARTHIVI GARG PAYAL KUMARI PRACHI SHAHI
guptapalak707@gmail.com parthivigarg28@gmail.com payalofficial04@gmail.com shahiprachi2@gmail.com

7503086707 9779544039 8750614667

"Don't do anything I would
do, and definitely don't do
anything I wouldn't do."

"Don't do anything I would
do, and definitely don't do
anything I wouldn't do."

"The lonely, ever so
radiant ‘Goblin’."

"The lonely, ever so
radiant ‘Goblin’."

"I would have saved you, in a
heartbeat, no question."

"I would have saved you, in a
heartbeat, no question."

"The mind is a complex and
many-layered thing, Potter."
"The mind is a complex and

many-layered thing, Potter."

NAVYA RAI
navyarai0020@gmail.com

"It’s the thought that counts.
I ought to know."

"It’s the thought that counts.
I ought to know."

8650447674



RESHU DAS

SARIKA SHARMA RIDDHIMA SINGHALPRIYA

RASHMI YADAVPRIYA KUMARI PRIYA MITTAL

redrosekaushik@gmail.com riddhimasinghal@gmail.com

priyabarbie680@gmail.com mittalpriya172@gmail.com rashmiyadav322002@gmail.com reshu.das28@gmail.com

sarusharma2806@gmail.com

9817593348 8929527252

7078004942
991118510393680343498235930422

7217737155

"I'm really more of a
suffer-in silence type."
"I'm really more of a

suffer-in silence type."

Craving to be loved.Craving to be loved. "No good sittin' worryin'
 abou' it." 

"No good sittin' worryin'
 abou' it." 

"Humans do have a knack of
choosing precisely those things

that are worst for them."

"Humans do have a knack of
choosing precisely those things

that are worst for them."

"Drop your socks and grab
your crocs, we’re about to

get wet on this ride."

"Drop your socks and grab
your crocs, we’re about to

get wet on this ride."

" I never stopped
believing."

" I never stopped
believing."

"Uh, Shakespeare in The
Park? Doth mother know
you weareth her drapes?"

"Uh, Shakespeare in The
Park? Doth mother know
you weareth her drapes?"

NISHTHA AHUJANIKITA RAGHAV

NEHA

I went west of westeros.I went west of westeros.

"But in the end, it's only a
passing thing, this shadow."
"But in the end, it's only a

passing thing, this shadow."

"See, I don’t mind being
the bad guy."

"See, I don’t mind being
the bad guy."

nehagrg1912@gmail.com

nikitaraghav522@gmail.com nishthaahuja07@gmail.com
88601967069311330441

9817573601

SIYA SHUKLA
siya.shukla2404@gmail.com

8840191293

"I've Got A Jar Of Dirt!""I've Got A Jar Of Dirt!"

SHRUTI PANDEY
shrutipandey30110@gmail.com

8787228461

"Some girls just can’t resist my
charm...and my unflinching

ability to listen to Taylor
Swift."

"Some girls just can’t resist my
charm...and my unflinching

ability to listen to Taylor
Swift."

VIDHI TEOTIA
teotiavidhi13@gmail.com

"I assure you brother, the
sun will shine on us

again!"

"I assure you brother, the
sun will shine on us

again!"

9310330563

TISHA DUA
tishadua11@gmail.com

9518151355

"If Anyone Asks Where I
Am, 

I've Left The Country.".

"If Anyone Asks Where I
Am, 

I've Left The Country.".

URVI AGARWAL
oorviaggaarwal45@gmail.com

"Has It Ever Crossed
Your Brilliant Mind That
I Don't Want To Do This

Anymore?"

"Has It Ever Crossed
Your Brilliant Mind That
I Don't Want To Do This

Anymore?"

9990788203

TEESHA AGGRAWAL
tishaagarwal26718@gmail.com

7017204861

"Who doesn't have a
spooky built-in altar in
their family library? "

"Who doesn't have a
spooky built-in altar in
their family library? "



SHREYASHALINI KOTHIYAL
shalinikothiyal667@gmail.com shreyamahaseth14@gmail.com

95899984007457064794

"I want to pat your head
but both my hands are

busy."  

"I want to pat your head
but both my hands are

busy."  

Hope to see you again!  Hope to see you again!  

RITIKA RAINA
raina.ritika22@gmail.com

9643923296

"Things we lose have a
way of coming back to us

in the end."

"Things we lose have a
way of coming back to us

in the end."

NIDHI

"I will take what is mine
with fire and blood."

"I will take what is mine
with fire and blood."

nidhivinod23@gmail.com

8398079692

SNIGDHA KUMARI
kumarisnigdha152@gmail.com

"I’m just your friendly
neighborhood Spider-

Man."

"I’m just your friendly
neighborhood Spider-

Man."

 YASHIKA JAIN
 yashikajain0603@gmail.com

"What wine goes well
with treachery?"

"What wine goes well
with treachery?"

9306198874



 SURVEY-Bygone and Beyond

The Comascent team conducted a survey amongst the final-year students of  
B.Com (Hons) and B.Com of Gargi College, University of Delhi. The survey
has been divided into two sections. Section I aims to revisit and reminisce
their favourite memories of their alma mater. Section II covers their future
prospectives and plans after stepping out of the premises into a new world.

The following analysis presents the insights gathered from the responses
received:
                                           

The iconic red walls turned out to
be the special highlight of Gargi for  
43% of the respondents. 
The departmental events and fests
constituted about 29% of the
respondents.
15% of respondents cited college
societies as the most significant
highlight.

 
 

52% of the respondents preferred 
 College Ground as the best hang-
out spot in college.
For 30% of the respondents, Gargi
canteen and Nescafe are the best
hang-out spots. 4% of them chose
Arts Quad. 

 



When it comes to the tasty treats that Gargi has to offer,  35% of the total
respondents opted Masala Dosa as their favorite.
28% of the respondents find refreshing iced tea at Nescafe to be the best
way to beat the heat.
Spicy Maggi was the most favoured treat for 17% of the respondents.

                                         

61% of the respondents wish to
pursue higher education after
graduation. 31% of the
respondents plan to take up a
job. The remaining 8% either
want to create their own start-
up, or pursue other activities.

It was found that 70% of the
respondents appeared for
college placements.
30% of the respondents
decided not to appear for the
college placements.



42% of the respondents got
placed through campus and
1% of them got through off
campus. 57% decided not to get
placed and showed interest
towards higher education.

Majority of the respondents
have appeared for some type of
entrance exam. CA is the most
preferred choice as 19% of
students appeared for it. CAT
is the second most preferred
choice with 18%. SSC, UPSC,
and AFCAT are a few other
popular entrance exams that
students preferred to attempt. 

40% wish to pursue MBA after
their graduation while 19%
plan to do M.Com. CA, CPA,
CFA are other preferred
options that some students aim
to pursue. 6% are interested in
other courses such as ACCA
and LLB after graduation.



Highlights of the Survey

College Ground and Canteen/Nescafe are the most preferred
hangout spots of our college.

A large number of respondents preferred the ‘Iconic red walls’
as their special highlight of  Gargi College.

 

Many students appeared for a wide range of competitive
exams including CAT, XAT, and CA.

After graduation, most of the respondents wish to pursue
higher education, MBA being the most favoured

programme.

Masala Dosa, Iced tea and spicy maggi are the most loved
treats of Gargi College.

It’s been a turbulent journey for the respondents, but they
seem to have remained focused and have come out on top.



Wit Beyond Measure: The
Fandom Quiz

The Reflections Team, on behalf of Comascent, organized a quiz
competition on 22nd March to represent the theme of the Yearbook
2023. The quiz was open to all final-year students of The Department
of Commerce to flaunt the love and knowledge for their favorite
fictional realms. The competition received enthusiastic responses and
the participating teams had a great time racking their brains,
blocking hints and encouraging each other to do their best. ‘Wit
Beyond Measure’ was a wonderland for fantasy and sitcom lovers
and a means to revisit their dream world before stepping into the
real one. 



Team MajnuTeam Majnu#2#2

Payal KumariSnigdha Kumari

Lipika Bisht  Siya Shukla 

Team PhoenixTeam Phoenix

 Ishita Chaudhary Ananya Mittal

#1#1

 

We thank all the participants for their love for fandoms and
congratulate the following winners.

Goal DiggersGoal Diggers#3#3

The quiz was really entertaining and I enjoyed
all the diverse questions, a little something for
everyone. The organizing team was really
encouraging and I had great fun :)
-Ishita

It was a great experience as well as something
new to participate in.😇😊
-Payal

A wonderful and enjoyable quiz skillfully done by
the hosts. The questions were interesting and
maddening at the same time that left us at the
edge of our seats. Kudos!
-Snigdha

It was quite fun & interesting to participate.
The questions were really good, made me
realise the level of observation that people have
while watching TV shows and movies is on
another level.
- Ananya 

 A great, fun event. Not only did it give me a
chance to use my pop culture knowledge but
also became a great way to enjoy with my
friends. The questions were fun regardless of
whether I knew the answers, I had a good
time. 
-Lipika

It was really interesting although it could be
held on a more professional level so that more
people could get to know that these events are
happening.
-Siya



When the society meeting
could've been a WhatsApp
message

Me bragging how well
my exam went, when
on the inside I am
dying 

That feeling when you
finally finish all your
exams 

When you see canteen
waale bhaiya prioritising
others when you gave the
order first 

When you are clueless about
what's going on in the class,
and teacher asks you to
answer 

When you have to use the
entire refreshment coupon
in one go

Merlin Memes (@MerlinHumor) / Twitter400 × 400



MCQ questions be like

That smile which lights
up (this whole town)

When someone asks,"how
are you doing?"

When she says the deadline
was yesterday at 12

Attempting the internal
with exactly zero hours
of preparation

Nothing, just an enthusiastic
first year



 Always and Forever...

Your paragraph text

Front Cover: Anika Narang


